LIGHTING KITS
FOR THE FORD TRACTOR

INDIVIDUAL OR COMBINED KITS
TO FIT ALL FARM JOBS

8N-13109 KIT (HEADLAMP)
The new Headlamp Kit Assembly makes it possible for
the Ford Tractor owner to purchase, if desirable, only
the Headlamp Assembly that includes wiring harness,
switch and complete mounting equipment.
This kit might be compared with an extra worker that
enables the tractor to work night as well as day in the
short spring planting season or during harvest. Kit is
painted in tractor gray.

8N-18275 IMPLEMENT LAMP KIT ASSEMBLY
The new Implement Lamp Kit Assembly is the answer to
popular request for a rugged rear mounted lamp on the
left fender with a flood beam instead of a spot beam. This
lamp is smaller in size than the Headlamp and can be
easily adjusted for plowing, planting or for Combine
work. Shipped complete with built-in switch, bracket
and wiring harness to connect to the Headlamp Kit.

8N-13404 TAIL LAMP ASSEMBLY
The Tail Lamp Assembly is a low cost safety device for
the safe operation of Tractors on the roads or highways
at night. Don't endanger yourself or others when traveling
with the Tractor and equipment after dark. This
Tail Lamp mounts on the implement light bracket and
wire hooks into the implement lamp wiring harness.

Some states require a license on all tractors, and other states on
tractors doing highway work.
This bracket mounts on the back of the amber tail light.
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